
May Jesus and Mary be loved by all hearts!        (June 2021)

Blessed Feasts of the Sacred and Immaculate Hearts!

Some of you have been asking  Where is“Sister Anne”? She’s all over the place, and will have several 
addresses this summer! Lately she’s been living in “decision land”!

– A  New Orleans couple sponsored a subscription to DeepL, the world’s best translation program, 
to hasten the French-to-English translation of the LaSalette documents. The free version allowed me 
only baby steps, but now we can translate long texts and preserve the formatting. More volunteers 
have come forward, here in French territory, to help review and refine auto-translated documents. 
Decisions, decisions!

– No sooner did we have our own subscription to a translation software, than I received an email 
from a lawyer in Mexico, a devout Catholic and father of four. He is fluent in English and discovered 
MarianNews and our website. He believes “the Order will take Mexico and Latin America by storm!” 
He and a friend have committed to start translating video scripts into Spanish. David, my webmaster, 
exploring  different ways to upload our material onto the internet. Decisions, decisions!

– The LaSalette document will provide critical references for our Constitutions. When I asked 
for volunteer translators several years ago I was only thinking “French to English.”  I should have 
thought ahead for “French to any language.” So now we are revamping the basic templates to proceed 
systematically. Decisions, decisions!

– From the first week that Sarah joined me in Wichita last October, I suspected she had a contemplative 
vocation, not a vocation to an active Order, but I kept quiet and let her come to that discernment herself.  
During Lent she realized that she would need to apply to a contemplative  community Decisions, 
decisions!  In Mary’s month of May, Sarah was interviewed at a Dominican  monastery and, while she 
helps me with computer work this summer, she will be working on a formal application and visiting 
relatives. I look on the sacrifice of my first novice as a joyous “first fruits offering” and am confident that 
the Lord will soon send Mary’s new Order a crop of excellent novices including a place to lodge them!

– I will be moving around Louisiana and Mississippi this summer, giving talks here and there. I will 
lodge with my camera lady to shoot some videos, after I write some scripts to answer the question that 
I am asked frequently down here in the south. “How does one become a Lay Theotokan!”  Maybe you 
feel called to be one too? Decisions, decisions!

I will keep the contact page updated with my current address as I move around. https://houseofmaryomd.
org/welcome/contact-subscribe 
May Jesus and Mary be loved by all hearts!


